Meeting Minutes 8 with Client 2013
DATE
TIME
VENUE
ATTENDEE(S)
ABSENTEE(S)
AGENDA
Topics

Feedback for
application and
discussion for
functions to be
developed in
this iteration

30 December 2013
3.45pm
Green Transformation Lab
Chua Pei Shan, Lim Xin Yi, Shemin Ang, Gwendolin Tan, Ng ZhenYuan
Client: Mr Tan Pang Jin, Ms Tan Kar Way
1. Feedback for application and discussion for functions to be developed
in this and next iteration
2. AOB-confirmation of client meeting after school starts
Details
1. Drop down select existing product or to create new product.
2. Need 2 forms, one product and the other for scenario.
3. Editing Lane
 Thickness of Line connecting the markers should be used to
represent shipment, weight of the lane.
 Recommended to put the legend for Supplier, Manufacturer,
Distribution Centre and Customer side by side.
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4. Editing a Scenario
 User is allowed to choose whether they want to save as
existing scenario or to save as a new scenario.
 User is allowed to specify their scenario name and the name
needs to be validated as it should be unique.
 Include an Edit Scenario Button(for editing of scenario form)
on the Map.
5. Import Data
 Recommended to import multiple spreadsheet
o Lane, mode, scenario
6. Export Data
 Export all the files that can be imported.
 Allow user to save at Download Folder or Save As to save at their
preferred location– Provide a link at the server side.
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7. Export Scenario Results (Do if possible)
 Advised to use MACRO to export.
 An additional functionality in the Priority Circle.
 Allow user to save at Download Folder or Save As to save at their
preferred location– Provide a link at the server side.
AOB

Confirmation of client meeting, fortnightly Mon 1.30pm-230pm at GTL.

S/N

Task

Member
Responsible

Due Date

The meeting ended at 4.30 pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no
amendments reported on the next three days.
Prepared by,
Xin Yi
Vetted and edited by,
Pei Shan

